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BETWEEN the River Tigris at Mosul and the first Kurdish villages some 
20 miles to the east there is a strip of territory, extending approxi- 

mately 40 miles from north to south, inhabited by a variety of peoples professing 
many religions. The least known of these are three extreme Muslim sects. 
The first to study them was Father Anastase Marie, in an article 1 concerning 
the Sabak, the Sarl, and the Baftordn. These BafYordn, 'Kurds . . . calling 
themselves Allhi ', he places in the villages of 'Umarkan, Topraq-ziyara, 
Tell Ya'qfb, and Baspita. He names 'Ali-ras, Yangija, Xazna, and Tallara 
as gabak villages but is clearly wrong in ascribing them to the Sinjar district. 

They are, in fact, due east of Mosul, in the same nahiya of Hamdaniya 
(- Bartalla) as Topraq-ziyara and the other Bayordn villages. 

More than a century ago Claudius James Rich 2 found Bajilan 'Kurds' 
in three villages some dozen miles to the north, namely Kanimaran, Imam 

Fadla, and Ba'wiza. Oskar Mann,3 who visited the area at the beginning 
of this century, listed 11 villages, ranging from Fadila (Fadliya) in the north 
to Arpaji and Gogjal in the south, and including Tillara and Ba'wiza, peopled 
by Bdjaldn7s. Mann immediately recognized these people as being related 
to the Bajalnams of the Qasr-i-girin-Zuhab area. A recent book on the gabaks, 

by Ahmad Hamid al-Sarraf4, has the appearance of being more thorough, 
yet it gives, for example, Topraq-ziyada (sic), Basblia (sic) and Ba'wiza 
as purely Sabak villages. This contradiction of Father Anastase and Oskar 
Mann may be the result of changing times. I have seen a village but recently 
occupied by Sabaks far to the east of the Jabal Maqlfb in a Kurdish area. 
Sarraf considers the language of the Sabaks to be a mixture of Kurdish, 
Persian, Arabic, and Turkish, as did Father Anastase before him. Of their 

neighbours the Bdawdna he says that they are Sunnis showing an excessive love 

for the Imam 'All, and that their language is very near to Sabaki but differs 

slightly. 
A modern Iraqi administrative map, which bears the legend Sabak over 

all the villages mentioned above and Sarli further south on the banks of the 

Great Zab, has only a very small area marked BdaYwdn in the region of 

Kanimaran. To-day the people of this area are known generally to their 

neighbours as Sabak. ces makar5 (v. 169 below) is a widely known shibboleth. 

Many gabaks are itinerant pedlars throughout the north of Iraq, if not farther 

afield, as are their cousins the Hajijis of the Hawraman (Avroman) further 

south. The sectarian differences between the gabaks, the Sarlis, and the 

1' Tafkihatu 1-a han fi ta'rifi 0ala Oati adyan ', Al-Machriq, v, Beirut, 1899. 
2 Narrative of a residence in Koordistan, London, 1836, ii, 83, 105. 
3 Mundarten der Guran . . . Bddschdalant, bearbeitet von K. Hadank, Berlin, 1930, 41. 
4 As-abak, minfiraqi l-yuldtfi l-'Iraq (' An extremist sect in Iraq '), Baghdad, 1954. I thank 

Professor V. Minorsky for this reference. 



Bajalanis would seem to be as problematical as the question of their real 
distribution. The limited evidence available, however, seems to show that they 
have closely related Iranian dialects and probably the same, Iranian, ethnic 

origin. 
In the summer of 1955, thanks to the exceptional hospitality of Mr. T. H. 

Gillson, H.B.M. Vice-Consul in Mosul, I was able to take full advantage of a 

BAJALINISTAN 

number of hours forced stay in that city, first by visiting the village of Arpaci 
and later of interviewing two or three villagers in privacy. The opinions of the 
villagers are worth recording. They claimed to be Arabs, belonging to the tribe 
of Tayy, their nearest neighbours across the Tigris. All Sabaks wear completely 
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Arab dress, quite distinct from any Kurdish costume. They called themselves, 
however, Baliin ' of Bajlanistan ', or Bejwan ' which the Arabs change into 
Bdrwdn '. Moreover, they claimed to be Sunnis, admitting that there was a 
handful of Shi'is in the village. 

My main informant was one Qasim Rasid, a cheerful and willing young man 
who volunteered his services and was reluctant to accept payment, despite 
the journeys he made. His comments on the Sarli are the only other mention 
I can make of them. Their language he called a' more difficult form of Sabaki ', 
meaning thereby his own tongue. His facial expression betrayed his own 

orthodoxy when he described them as ' Shi'is with an inclination towards the 
Dasinis ', i.e. the Yazidis. (This well-known name, Dasini in his pronunciation, 
he derived from Tahsin Beg, the present temporal head of the Yazidis.) The 
lailatu 1-kafsa, mentioned by Father Anastase, he said 'followed Muharram' 
and kafs he explained by an incomprehensible reference to the hair, being torn 
in grief. 

The main purpose of this article is to publish the following linguistic notes, 
collected in a matter of some five hours. Scanty and incomplete as they are 

they will serve to augment Mann's even barer notes on Bajalani from Xorsabad.d 
After Hadank's exhaustive treatment of Mann's material further annotation is 
almost superfluous. This is an opportunity, however, to draw attention to one 

shortcoming in Mann's otherwise accurate notation, viz. the fact that nowhere 
in his texts, Kurdish or otherwise, is a distinction made between tapped r 
and rolled r, beyond occasional writings of rr for the latter. 

* * * 

NOUNS 

An Oblique case of nouns and pronouns alike is formed by the suffix -7 (-y). 
(1) qasdb pazi kdrd m6rno, a butcher slaughters sheep 

A plural ending -gal is found. i tistgala, these things. 
Following cardinal numbers and certain numerative adjectives nouns take 

a suffix -a. 
duwa /fird zaldma, two / many men 

PRONOUNS. PERSONAL 

Sg. 1. amin, -m (2) z tistgala gist hmn aminyan, these things are all 
mine 

2. atu, -t . .. hn atuyan, . . . yours 

3. ', -s . . htn awyan / edyan, . .. his 
aw, 

P1. 1. hema, -md(n) . . . htn emayan, . .. ours 
2. es'ma, -td(n) . . . hTn e-smayan,. . . yours 
3. es(n, -sv(n) . . . hTn esnyan, . .theirs 

'self' he- (3) amirn mearTs cin hem, I'll bring him with me 

op. cit., 406-24. 
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DEMONSTRATIVE 

'this' Tna (4) Tna kitdban, this is a book 
'that' ftna (5) una 5esan ? what is that ? 

Note. (6) hawnas ! that's it! 
'these ' *Tngala (7) Tnagla [sic] sur.ttane, they are police 

DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES 

Following the demonstrative adjectives 1 'this', il 'that' nouns take a 
determinative suffix -a. 

(8) T qalama htn aminyan, this pen is mine 
(9) u zalama bdboman, that man is my father 

There appears to be an equivalent feminine suffix -e, used both with demon- 
strative adjectives and possessive suffixes, in 

(10) 1 kindce kindceman, this girl is my daughter 
*-aya (cf. 61 below) seems to result in -e also in 

(11) ku kure kuaman, this boy is my son 
(12) 1 ydne hMn bdboman, this house is my father's 

When the determinative suffix and the oblique case ending come together 
one or the other is often elided. 

(13) X zaldmay cini het bdra bring this man with you 
z kuray ...... this boy . . . 
z kindce. ... ... this girl . . . 

VERBS 

The personal endings of the present tenses are 
Transitive and Intransitive Sg. 1. -Z (-y) P1. 1. -me 

Present 2. -T (-y) 2. -e 
3. -o 3. -an 

The pronominal suffixes employed with the past tenses of Transitive verbs 
have, with the exception of the 3.Sg., taken on the character of personal endings 
and appear in the past tenses of Intransitive verbs also. In the latter case, 
however, a suffix -1 (-y) is also present, giving 

Intransitive Past Sg. 1. -nm (-ym) P1. 1. -zmdn 
2. -It 2. -itdn 
3. - 3. -Srdn 

A y-Passive is formed from the present stem of the Transitive verb. The 
Passive present stem contains a further -n suffix, giving -iny- (cf. 202, etc. 
below). In the past tense Passive verbs, and 'come' as a Passive auxiliary, 
have the Intransitive suffix -1 in conjunction with part Past, part Present 
personal endings, thus: 

Passive Past Sg. 1. -1m P1. 1. -nme 
2. ? 2. ? 
3. - 3. -(y)e 

Compare the 3.P1. -e with the 3.P1. copula (47 below). 
The periphrastic Passive with 'come' as auxiliary must be compared with 
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the similar construction in the neighbouring Northern Kurdish dialects, e.g. 
hdtin a kustin 'be killed' (cf. 214-15 below). 

With the affix 5 in okardim (179) compare Kurdish, Northern va kirin, 
Central kirdinawa 'open'. With some verbs, tzto (155), kato, and adjectives, 
sawzo (59, etc.), its function is unclear. 

For want of infinitives the following paradigms are arranged, according to 
class, in alphabetical order of the Modern Persian equivalents. 

INTRANSITIVE 

(Pers. 'ljil)'fall' 

Present. 

Sg. 1. magnr, 
2. magni 
3. magno 

Imperative. 
Sg. 2. bigna 

Past. 
Sg. 1. katim 

2. kat7t 
3. kat, kato 

(14) atu ce magn, 
(15) mugo bugno 

I shall fall 

you too will fall 
it will fall 

fall! 

I fell 

it has fallen 

(Pers. J0LT) 'come' 

Present. 

Sg. 1. may 
2. may 

3. mayo 

P1. 1. mayme 
2. maye 
3. mayan 

Imperative. 
Sg. 2. b6 
P1. 2. boe 

Past. 

Sg. 1. 5maym 

(16) bale, may cinit 

(17) sdra nimay cinim ? 

(18) ed mayo cinimd 

(19) fird hormim mayo 

(20) es'ma maye ? are 

(21) sdra bild bayan 

(22) bo c-inim 
(23) boe cingmd 

(24) ndnim ward u admaym 

(25) uzera calatdn dmdym 

2. admyt 

yes, I'll come with you 
won't you come with 

me to-morrow ? 
he is coming with us 
I am very sleepy 

are you coming ? yes 
let them come to- 

morrow 

come with me ! 
come with us! 

I ate (lunch) and came 
(back) 

yesterday I came to 

you 
which way did you 

come ? 
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3. adm 

P1. 1. dimymdn 
2. dmdytdn 

3. dmdysdn 

(28) ed dmd na kusta 
(29) ci drpacia dmdymdn 
(30) cikdta dmdytdn ? 

(31) bi xer dmdytdn 
(32) ci sar admysadn 

he came from town 
(Mosul) 

he was killed 
we came from Arpaci 
where did you come 

from ? 
welcome! 

they came from Mosul 

(Pers. cjy.) 'be, become' 

Copula. 
Sg. 1. 

2. 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 

3. -(a)n 

amin Istd cinddn7 
cikatani ? 
atu ken; ? 
cikatan ? 
ed ken ? 

yadgas ci dkran 

(39) dinyd ci mhalan ? 
(40) ndmis cesan, i balada 

P1. 1. -(i)nme 

2. -ne 
3. -(a)ne 

Negative. 
Sg. 2. nawani 

3. nawan 

(41) hawrdman 
(42) hamrdman 
(43) ciqa sawzan 

(44) cinddnmr 
(45) hemaninme 
(46) cinddne 
(47) esvjgala kene cindd 

nistane ? 
(7) inagla surtTane 

(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 

Present. 

Sg. 1. mab; 

2. mabi 
3. mabo 

hawra nawani ? 
tasmnam nawan 
hawrdt nawan ? 
t tista cwyaga hes 

nawan 

(52) duwa sa royace mabi 
'arif 

(53) na', atu nimawi [sic] 
(54) mug6 sawz bib6 
(55) xayla sawz mabo 

I am here now 
where are you ? 
who are you ? 
where is he ? 
who is he ? 
his place (home) is in 

Akra 
what is the time ? 

? what is the name of 
this town ? 

I am hungry 
he is my companion 
how green it is ! 
we are here 
it is us 

you are here 
who are they sitting 

there ? 

they are police 

aren't you hungry ? 
I am not thirsty 
aren't you hungry ? 
this thing is not in its 

proper place 

in 2 or 3 days I'll be a 

sergeant 
no, you won't be 
it will become green 
the crop will become 

green 
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Imperative. 
Sg. 2. ba 

Past. 

Sg. 1. bim 
2. bit 

3. bi 

P1. 1. biman 
2. bitdn 
3. b;san 

Perfect. 

Sg. 3. b7an 

Present. 

Sg. 2. matarsi 

Present. 

Sg. 1. murzl 

2. murzz 
3. murzo 

Imperative. 
Sg. 2. urza 
P1. 2. urze 

Past. 

Sg. 1. urzdym 

2. urzdyt 
3. urza 

(56) uzera amin ci akra bim yesterday I was in Akra 

(57) uzera atu catCamd bit yesterday you were 
with us 

(58) kdrmd habi 

(59) xayla sawzo bi 

(60) hamd sawzo nabgan 

(61) i hadiqaya sawzo bian 

(Pers. j j) ' fear' 

(Pers. 'LA j.) 'get up, rise' 

(62) tsta murzz malT ydna 

(63) urze td bilme ydna 

(64) amin urzdym lwdym 
ydna 

(65) uzera urz lwa 

we were busy 
the crop was green 

it has not yet become 

green 
this garden has turned 

green 

are you afraid ? 

now I shall get up and 

go home 

get up ! 

get up and let us go 
home 

I got up and went home 

yesterday he got up 
and went 

(Pers. 'J-) ' sleep ' 

(66) istd mugo boss 

(67) edfirr m5so 
(68) ema nimatawme bosme 

now I shall sleep 
are you going to sleep ? 
he sleeps a lot 
we cannot sleep 

Present. 

Sg. 1. 
2. 
3. 

P1. 1. 
2. 
3. 

m5st 
m6si 
m6s6 
m6smi 
m5sJ 
m5sdn 
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Imperative. 
Sg. 2. bosa 
P1. 2. bo5s 

Past. 

Sg. 1. hutTi 
2. hutit 
3. hut 

P1. 1. hutimdn 
2. hutztan 
3. hutlsdn 

Perfect. 
Sg. 3. hutan 

(69) xds hutit ? 

(70) xds hutitd ? 

(71) u zana cikata hutan ? 

I slept 
did you sleep well? 

did you sleep well ? 

where is that woman 

sleeping ? 

(Pers. rj)) 'go' 

Present. 

Sg. 1. malT 

2. mali 
3. malo 

P1. 1. malme 

2. male 
3. malan 

Imperative. 
Sg. 2. bila 
P1. 2. bile 

Past. 
Sg. . Iwaym 

2. lwayt 

3. lwa 
P1. 1. Iwdymina 

2. Iwdytdn 
3. Iwdysan 

(72) amin mali sdr 
(73) mug5 bilT sar 
(74) kdta mali ? 

(75) Tna kata mal5 ? 

(76) sdrzz malme sdr 

(77) bilme sar 1 tape 
(78) esma kata male? 
(79) esn kata maldn ? 

(80) amin lwdym 
(81) uzera kata lwdyt? 

(82) ed lwa 

I am going to Mosul 
I shall go to Mosul 
where are you going ? 
where is he going ? 
to-morrow early we 

shall go to Mosul 
let us go onto this hill 
where are you going ? 
where are they going ? 

I went 
where did you go 

yesterday ? 
he went 

(Pers. )j rJjr.) 'go out' 

Present. 
Sg. 1. mabarsi 

Past. 

Sg. 1. barsaymn 

(83) mug5 barsi I shall go out 

I went out 
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(Pers. 'ir ) ' return' 
Present. 

Sg. 1. urgell 
Past. 

Sg. 1. urgeldy (sic) 

Present. 

Sg. 1. mamdnt 
2. mamdnz 

3. mamdno 

Imperative. 
Sg. 2. bimdna 

Past. 

Sg. 1. mandzm 

2. mandit 
3. mand 

TRANSITIVE 

I shall come back 

I came back 

(Pers. J3) L) 'stay' 

(84) nimamdnz 
(85) cand royace cindd 

mamdnz ? 

(86) ed mug5 bumdrn5 

(87) amin haft roya ci sar 
mandzm 

(88) cikata mandit ? 
(89) dadama sale ci 'urdq 

mand5 

(90) cadmd mand5 

(91) rtt mand5 

I shall not stay 
how many more days 

will you stay here ? 
he will stay 

I stayed a week in 
Mosul 

where did you stay ? 
this man stayed in 

Iraq one year 
he was left behind 
he was left naked 

(Pers. '-.1X1) 'throw' 

Present. 

Sg. 1. m5rn5 

2. mornr 
3. morn5 

Past. 

Sg. 1. warnd -m 

Present. 
Sg. 1. marz 

2. madr 
3. maro 

Imperative. 
Sg. 2. bdra 

(92) mug5 warnis 

(93) matdwi warns ? 

(1) qasdb pazi kdrd morn5 

(94) mayim kdrd warnd 
(95) T kamaram warnd 

I shall throw him 

(down) 
can you throw it ? 
a butcher slaughters 

sheep 

I slaughtered a sheep 
I threw this stone 

(Pers. z-ijT) 'bring' 

(3) amin marTs cinm hem I shall bring him with 
me 

(96) unay bdra 
(13) g zaldmay cinz het bdra 

bring that! 

bring this man with 

you! 
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